
 

Telling worthwhile stories via social media

In these data oversaturated days, getting your message heard can sometimes feel as futile as sending it via carrier pigeon,
however, Craig Rodney, managing director of Cerebra Communication and founder of the @SouthAfrica Instagram
account, says being heard is all about making sure you are telling a story worth listening to.

Rodney spoke about social media storytelling to a packed out Travel Tech Theater at the CTICC on the second day of the
Word Travel Market Africa 2017 conference.

In a world where creating and sharing has never been easier and everyone and their grandmother has a blog and an
Instagram account, standing out is reserved for those who are doing something special and unique.

Through his experience of aggregating the content for the @SouthAfrica Instagram account, he has found that pretty
sunset pictures just don’t cut it and it is the images that tell a story through their subject matter that get the most
engagement. Content creators and social media users need to be the hero of their own story by creating authentic content
with a unique voice.
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Experience over pillows

For example, most hotels use the same imagery in their communications; pictures of smiling receptionists and buffet
breakfasts. However, Rodney encouraged hospitality marketers to rather think of their customer and what they are looking
for, which is not necessarily info on the linen thread count, but rather useful information they can use during their trip - for
example, where to grab the best coffee or cocktails in that area.

Selfie-nation

We live in a time where the reason most people travel or experience certain things is so that we can share (and show off)
what we did with our social media networks. This is often becoming the more important deciding factor in where to travel or
what to do. I mean if you didn’t share your holiday sunset snaps of Mauritius, did it even happen?
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Companies or brands that embrace this and engage with their customers will have the most success with social media. He
also stressed that we are never going back from here, content creation and the sharing of it is forever evolving and it is just
going to get faster and more saturated - he urged companies accept this and join the online dialogue.

Five different types of content

Forget about what medium you want to create your content with or what platform to share it on, Rodney said it’s not about
choosing video over press release or Instagram over twitter it’s about the type of content or message you want to portray.
Below are his five different ways companies can communicate their message.
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In conclusion, successful storytelling on social media is about creating a unique voice that engages with your customers
or followers in an authentic way.
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